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Cheetahs of the Serengeti Plains is the most
comprehensive account of carnivore social behavior to
date. Synthesizing more than a decade of research in
the wild, this book offers a detailed account of the
behavior and ecology of cheetahs. Compared with other
large cats, and other mammals, cheetahs have an
unusual breeding system; whereas lions live in prides
and tigers are solitary, some cheetahs live in groups
while others live by themselves. Tim Caro explores
group and solitary living among cheetahs and discovers
that the causes of social behavior vary dramatically,
even within a single species. Why do cheetah cubs stay
with their mother for a full year after weaning? Why do
adolescents remain in groups? Why do adult males live
in permanent associations with each other? Why do
adult females live alone? Through observations on the
costs and benefits of group living, Caro offers new
insight into the complex behavior of this extraordinary
species. For example, contrary to common belief about
cooperative hunting in large carnivores, he shows that
neither adolescents nor adult males benefit from hunting
in groups. With many surprising findings, and through
comparisons with other cat species, Caro enriches our
understanding of the evolution of social behavior and
offers new perspectives on conservation efforts to save
this charismatic and endangered carnivore.
Ready to take along on any excursion, this handy pad
will keep kids entertained over road-trip antics, camping
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surprises, and other side-splitting romps. Packing your
suitcase? Pack some laughs, too, with Silly Fill-In Stories
Travel Tales, featuring on-the-go stories! In this
collection, kids will enjoy solving the travel-themed
Hidden Pictures® puzzles, then placing the
corresponding object names into the blank spaces of the
stories, creating a unique silly story from a multitude of
possible combinations. A perfect activity pad for any
plane, train, or car trip.
This red-on-blue Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection
comes with a seek-and-find plastic lens, made of sturdy
paper and shaped like a magnifying glass, to reveal
hidden objects within 55+ disguised scenes. The easy-touse and simple to store lens adds more challenge and
play-value to everyone's favorite search-and-find puzzle.
This Hidden Pictures® puzzle-novelty book features an
easy-to-store magic lens made of sturdy paper and
plastic to locate over 500 hidden objects and discover
amazing scenes. Every red-on-blue puzzle is a mystery
until the lens reveals the curiosities underneath, such as
jet-skiing starfish, a robot workshop, and astronauts in a
faraway galaxy. Children ages 6-9 can become Hidden
Pictures® detectives by using the clues to help locate
the hidden objects and uncovering new surprises every
time. Winner, Family Choice Award ?Winner, Mom's
Choice Award, Gold Winner, Parents' Choice Fun Stuff
Includes over seventy pictures with more than 1,000
hidden objects to find, that have appeared in previous
issues of Highlights for children
Throughout North America, non-native wild pigs have
become an ecologically and economically destructive
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invasive species. Though they are regarded as a popular
game species by some, provide economic benefits to
others, and are even engrained into societal heritage in
some areas, wild pigs are responsible for an
extraordinary amount of damage in both natural and
anthropogenic systems throughout North America. As
the density and range of wild pig habitat have
substantially increased over the last several decades,
the magnitude and diversity of their negative impacts are
not yet fully realized or quantified. With various conflicts
continually emerging, wild pig management is difficult
and expensive to achieve. As a result, wild pigs
represent one of the greatest wildlife management
challenges North America faces in the 21st century.
Invasive Wild Pigs in North America: Ecology, Impacts,
and Management addresses all aspects of wild pig
biology, ecology, damage, and management in a single
comprehensive volume. It assimilates and organizes
information on the most destructive introduced vertebrate
species in the United States, establishing a foundation
from which managers, researchers, policy makers, and
other stakeholders can build upon into the future. The
book provides comprehensive coverage of wild pig
biology and ecology, techniques for management and
research, and regional chapters. It is an asset to readers
interested in wild pigs, the resources they impact, and
how to mitigate those impacts, and establishes a vision
of the future of wild pigs in North America. Features:
Compiles valuable knowledge for a broad audience
including wild pig managers, researchers, adversaries,
and enthusiasts from across North America Addresses
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taxonomy, morphology, genetics, physiology, spatial
ecology, population dynamics, diseases and parasites,
and the naturalized niche of wild pigs Includes chapters
on damage to resources, management, research
methods, human dimensions and education, and policy
and legislation Contains full color images and case
studies of interesting and informative situations being
created by wild pigs throughout North America Includes
a chapter on wild pigs at the wildland–urban interface, a
more recent and especially challenging issue
This book provides a comprehensive study of the Leydig
cell, a fascinating and important cell type. It presents all
of the developments in our understanding of Leydig cell
biology and explores a wide variety of current and
potential clinical applications. All aspects of Leydig cell
biology, development, regulation, and physiology are
explored in thirty-one expertly written chapters. This indepth volume is an invaluable resource.
Nobody does puzzles like Highlights™! With bright
illustrations and photos and varied levels of complexity,
this pad is sure to challenge, entertain, and delight kids
who can't get enough puzzles. Kids of every ability will
find their favorite puzzles—along with many more that will
stretch their minds and help them discover new strengths
and interests.
Designed for expert puzzlers, this collection is packed
with our trickiest, most mind-boggling Hidden Pictures
puzzles—without picture clues! Each book contains more
than 100 intricate puzzles paired with only a list of
objects to find. And for true puzzle masters, 16 puzzles
come with no hints at all. Just right for experienced
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puzzlers ready to advance to the next level of difficulty.
There is no creature that quite embodies the beauty and
grandeur of the American West as does the wild horse. For
thousands of years, the horse has roamed the plains and
valleys of the American continent, free of the encumbrances
of man or the saddle. In America’s Wild Horses, awardwinning photographer and lifelong horse lover Steven Price
celebrates the timeless magnificence of the American
mustang. Meticulously researched, Price offers a cultural
history of the American wild horse that is unparalleled in its
exquisite detail and poignant prose. Beginning with chapters
on prehistoric equines, Price sweeps through all the most
important historical epochs in the history of the American
mustang. Detailed accounts of horse-breeding in the
Southwest, Native American horsemanship, and mustangs in
the golden age of the iconic American cowboys each detail
the profound impact that the wild horse has had in shaping
American culture. Later chapters chronicle the legacy of the
horse in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, specifically
emphasizing the legal and scientific measures that are being
taken by horse-lovers across the country to ensure that later
generations will also be able to witness the majesty of the
wild horse. Featuring dozens of stunning photographs by the
author, and interspersed with firsthand interviews with some
of the most renowned horse experts today, America’s Wild
Horses is a required read for all equine lovers.
The publication of Reintroduction Biology of Australian and
New Zealand Fauna nearly 20 years ago introduced the new
science of 'reintroduction biology'. Since then, there have
been vast changes in our understanding of the process of
reintroductions and other conservation-driven translocations,
and corresponding changes in regulatory frameworks
governing translocations. Advances in Reintroduction Biology
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of Australian and New Zealand Fauna is a timely review of
our understanding of translocation from an Australasian
perspective, ensuring translocation becomes an increasingly
effective conservation management strategy in the future.
Written by experts, including reintroduction practitioners,
researchers and policy makers, the book includes extensive
practical advice and example case studies, identifies
emerging themes and suggests future directions.
Conservation practitioners and researchers, as well as
conservation management agencies and NGOs will find the
book a valuable resource. Although it is based on
Australasian examples, it will be of interest globally due to
synergies with reintroduction programs throughout the
world.2015 Whitley Awards Certificate of Commendation for
Conservation Biology.
Preschoolers will develop important pre-writing fine-motor
skills and hand-eye coordination through cutting and pasting
activities, using That's Silly(TM) puzzles, matching, and more,
all in an affordable, travel-friendly pad format. Being able to
cut and paste is an important step toward school readiness,
and Highlights infuses Fun with a Purpose® into this essential
learning skill. Cutting and Pasting is a 64-page full-color pad
that gives preschoolers plenty of practice with scissors
through interactive puzzles, cutting lines and shapes, cutting
out and assembling simple toys, and other activities that
improve manual dexterity.
Writing letters has never been more fun! The reusable writeon wipe-off pages and wipe-clean marker provide endless
hours of learning fun with puzzles and activities that increase
writing confidence and build fine-motor skills. With wide
tracing lines and a fun and engaging puzzle for each letter,
kids will have a blast as they learn to write and recognize
uppercase and lowercase letters. Letter recognition is an
important step toward getting ready to read, and Highlights
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infuses Fun with a Purpose™ into this activity. With vibrant art
and fun puzzles, Write-On Wipe-Off Let’s Write Letters takes
kids on an alphabet adventure. A variety of activities,
including searches and mazes, will engage and entertain kids
and build their confidence as they practice essential writing
skills. Kids love that they can draw all over these books, and
parents love that the write-on wipe-off format lets kids trace
over and over again and again. Winner, Family Choice Award
A classic Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection with unique "apeel"--every puzzle has a hidden banana! 101 bananas are
hidden among 90 puzzles and 1,500+ objects in this book
that is easily portable for travel and taking the fun on the go.
And if that doesn't make kids go bananas, they'll love the
extra full-color bonus puzzles and activities that include
banana jokes, riddles, mazes, drawing activities, and more.
Makes a great gift for any kid!
Head back to school with this Hidden Pictures® puzzle book
featuring over 100 school-inspired scenes and more than
1,900 hidden objects in Highlights's (TM) trademark blackand-white puzzles. With illustrations of classroom activities,
recess games, and field-trip adventures, each school-themed
puzzle is carefully designed to engage and entertain children
while honing their concentration skills and attention to detail.
This book is sure to get every child excited about school!
Detailed and ready-to-color drawings of 47 species:
rhinoceros, snow leopard, giraffe, reindeer, gorilla, tiger, giant
panda, elephant, kangaroo, many more. Brief captions
describe habits of each species. Colorists will find this volume
entertaining and educational; artists and designers will find
practical use for the royalty-free illustrations. 40 black-andwhite illustrations. Captions.
Brain-twisting and ultra-challenging puzzles for the most
experienced puzzlers come together in Ultimate Puzzle
Challenge!, with more than 125 specially created
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puzzles--including Hidden Pictures® scenes, mazes, Sudoku,
word searches, crisscrosses, logic puzzles, Check . . . and
Double Check, and more. The puzzling experts at Highlights
have assembled a brand-new, 256-page collection of our
most challenging--and most rewarding--puzzles yet. Created
for puzzle-loving kids who are ready to up their puzzle game,
the book is bursting with a wide variety of mind-bending,
super-challenging visual puzzles and clever word puzzles, all
infused with a sense of playful humor that will make kids want
to keep on puzzling. With a full-color interior of engaging
illustrations and brilliant photos, this puzzle collection is sure
to please the most discerning of puzzle-loving kids.

This engaging collection celebrates the very best of
Highlights Hidden Pictures. Kids will love searching
through a variety of innovative seek-and-find puzzles
that are full-color, photo, in our trademark black-andwhite format, and more. Kids will be able to find
1,500+ hidden objects. With more than 20 different
types of Hidden Pictures puzzles, as well as fun and
silly facts about these unique creations, there's
something for everyone in this "best of" collection.
Created for puzzle-loving kids ages 6 to 106, this
book is bursting with classic puzzles, photo puzzles,
inverted puzzles, two-player puzzles, and more, all
woven together with our wholesome humor. It
provides hours of puzzling fun for seek-and-find
fans.
From its earliest days of human habitation, the
Texas coast was home to seemingly endless clouds
of ducks, geese, swans, and shorebirds. By the
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1880s Texas huntsmen, or market hunters, as they
came to be called, began providing meat and
plumage for the restaurant tables and millinery
salons of a rapidly growing nation. A network of
suppliers, packers, distribution centers, and shipping
hubs efficiently handled their immense harvest. At
the peak of Texas market hunting in the late 1890s,
Rockport merchants shipped an average of 600
ducks a day in a five-month shooting season, and in
the last year of legal market hunting, an estimated
60,000 ducks and geese were shipped from Corpus
Christi alone. Market men employed efficient
methods to harvest nature’s bounty. They
commonly hunted at night, often using bait to
concentrate large numbers of waterfowl. The
effectiveness of the hunt was improved when side-byside double barrel shotguns and large-gauge swivel
guns gave way to repeating firearms, with some
capable of discharging as many as eleven shells in a
single volley. Their methods were so efficient that, by
the late 1800s, Texas sportsmen and others blamed
the alarming decline of coastal waterfowl populations
on the market hunter’s occupation. In 1903, after a
long fight and many failures, the first migratory bird
game law passed the Texas legislature. Though the
fight would continue, it was the beginning of the end
of the year-round slaughter. Most market hunters
quit, and those who didn’t became outlaws. In this
book, R. K. Sawyer chronicles the days of market
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hunting along the Texas coast and the showdown
between the early game wardens and those who
persisted in commercial waterfowl hunting.
Containing an abundance of rare historical
photographs and oral history, Texas Market Hunting:
Stories of Waterfowl, Game Laws, and Outlaws
provides a comprehensive and colorful account of
this bygone period.
This new addition to the popular Puzzlemania(R)
Puzzle Pad series curates favorite hidden word
puzzles in a portable, peggable, flip-pad format ideal
for puzzlers on-the-go.
Wild pigs inhabit vast areas in Europe, Southern
Asia and Africa, and have been introduced in North
and South America, while feral pigs are widespread
in Australia and New Zealand. Many wild pig species
are threatened with extinction, but Eurasian wild
boar populations, however, are increasing in many
regions. Covering all wild pig and peccary species,
the Suidae and Tayassuidae families, this
comprehensive review presents new information
about the evolution, taxonomy and domestication of
wild pigs and peccaries alongside novel case studies
on conservation activities and management. One
hundred leading experts from twenty five countries
synthesise understanding of this group of species;
discussing current research, and gaps in the
knowledge of researchers, conservation biologists,
zoologists, wildlife managers and students. This
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beautifully illustrated reference includes the long
history of interactions between wild pigs and
humans, the benefits some species have brought us
and their role and impact on natural ecosystems.
Spend hours of fun with your favorite dinosaurs in
this Hidden Pictures® puzzle book featuring over
100 scenes and more than 1,200 hidden objects in
Highlights-trademark black-and-white puzzles. Dino
days are here! With illustrations of all kinds of
dinosaur scenes, fossil digs, and other Jurassic
adventures, each puzzle in this book is carefully
designed to engage and entertain children while
honing their concentration skills and attention to
detail. This book is sure to please every dinosaurloving child!
"Popular speaker and author Carlos Whittaker
reveals how he broke free from a safe, boring faith
and invites readers to experience all the wild and
wonder Jesus promised His disciples. In John 10:10,
Jesus said, "I came that they may have life and have
it abundantly." While we have direct access to the
radiant life of the Holy Spirit that Jesus promised us,
many Christians today feel worry instead of wonder
and anxiety instead of amazement. In Enter Wild,
Carlos Whittaker shares the exciting news that we
are meant to experience the abundance that God
promises us here and now; we are not meant to wait
until heaven to experience His best"-See animals at their wildest with Hidden Pictures(R)
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puzzles and riddles featuring zebras, lions, parrots,
monkeys, and more! These funny and engaging
riddle puzzle pads offer a unique twist on
everybody's favorite puzzle. Wild animal-themed
Hidden Pictures(R) puzzles invite kids to solve riddle
punchlines by finding hidden objects. Often imitated,
never equaled, Highlights(TM) Hidden Pictures(R)
puzzles have delighted children--and adults--for over
70 years. Now kids don't have to decide whether to
solve a puzzle book or read a joke book--they can do
both!
Tracing is an important step toward handwriting
readiness, and Highlights infuses Fun with a
Purpose™ into this activity. With vibrant art and fun
prompts, Write-On Wipe-Off Let’s Trace progresses
from simple and short lines to more complex, ageappropriate mazes and other puzzles. A variety of
activities, including dot-to-dots and finish-thedrawing features, will engage and entertain kids and
build their confidence as they practice skills essential
to getting ready to write. Kids love that they can draw
all over these books, and parents love that the writeon wipe-off format lets kids trace over and over
again and again. Winner, National Parenting Product
Award (NAPPA) Winner, Family Choice Award
Edible Wild Plants highlights ninety of the most
common and sought-after edible plant species in
North America. Detailed illustrations and descriptions
make it easy to identify plants in your backyard and
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beyond. Organized by family for easy identification,
this is the essential source when you’re out in the
field.
From the joke experts at Highlights, here is the
biggest and best joke book for kids ever—jam-packed
with more than 1,000 jokes! This 352-page supersized collection is filled with family-friendly,
wholesome, and fun jokes for kids to share with
friends, grandparents, and anyone who needs a
laugh. With riddles, knock-knocks, tongue twisters,
and cartoons, this book will keep kids giggling and
grinning, as well as laughing and learning, for hours.
This is the perfect gift or stocking stuffer for any kid!
Explore the wonderful world of wild cats--an
encyclopedia for kids Did you know that wild cats
can be found on every continent except Antarctica?
That's right--there's a whole world of wild cats to
discover in this standout among animal facts books
for kids! The Big Book of Wild Cats is packed with
life-like illustrations, colorful photos, and fascinating
facts about wild cats. Everything animal facts books
for kids should be, this book has in-depth information
about all 37 species of wild cats. Discover details
about each one's appearance, habitat, social
structure, hunting habits, and how they raise their
young. Whether you're writing a school report or just
want to learn about wild cats, you'll have a roaring
good time with The Big Book of Wild Cats. All animal
facts books for kids should include: Cats by
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continent--Unlike other animal facts books for kids,
this one has illustrated maps showing which wild
cats live on each continent around the globe.
Endangered cats--Find out ways you can do your
part to help endangered wild cats like tigers and
snow leopards. Helpful definitions--Discover an easyto-understand glossary for some of the more
advanced words in this exciting choice among
animal facts books for kids. Bring the excitement of
wild cats into your own home (safely!) with facts and
pictures you won't find in other animal facts books for
kids. The Big Book of Wild Cats has it all!
The Wind in the Willows, the story of four animals
and their adventures in the idyllic English
countryside, started out as bedtime stories Grahame
would tell his son. He eventually started writing them
down, and finally produced this much-loved childrens
classic. In continuous print since 1908, The Wind in
the Willows has been illustrated countless times and
adapted to stage, radio, and screen. This book is
part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces
free public domain ebooks.
Sports are all about great strategy and overcoming
obstacles, right? Not always! Sometimes failures in
sports are as exciting as successes. Learn about the
biggest fails—from an NFL team blowing a 35–3 lead
in a playoff game to the Boston Red Sox selling
Babe Ruth to the New York Yankees. Discover how
athletes and teams have dealt with failure and how
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they've improved after their mistakes.
Awarded the GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS™ title
for the longest hidden picture puzzle fold-out book,
this amazing 16-foot-long fold-out Hidden Pictures®
puzzle features a whopping 280 hidden objects! This
giant Hidden Pictures® puzzle is the ultimate searchand-find challenge. With sturdy pages that folds out
to over 16 feet in length, this puzzle showcases an
entire city relay race as runners work their way over
giant bridges, through busy parks, inside subway
tunnels, and more--all in a race to the finish line. A
perfect and unique gift for Hidden Pictures
enthusiasts of any age! Winner, Tillywig Best Family
Fun Award Winner, Hot Diggity Award
This jumbo pad, packed with 120+ favorite brain
teasers, riddles, quizzes, Hidden Pictures® puzzles,
and logic puzzles, provides entertainment and a fun
challenge for the whole family! Brain teasers are
challenging, fun, and educational! With puzzles and
activities specially designed to entertain kids while
also giving their brains a workout, this pad is great
for a gift, sharing with friends on play dates or rainy
days, or as an ideal activity for family game night.
Each puzzle page easily tears out and includes
answers on the back.
"This sidesplitting humor collection features 365
uproarious knock-knock jokes--with tons of funny
cartoons to complement the jokes. Kids will love
amusing themselves--and friends and family--with
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this hilarious knock-knock collection"--Provided by
publisher.
Jam-packed with 120+ full-color puzzles and 4
pages of stickers, this jumbo pad includes My First
Hidden Pictures® puzzles, That's Silly!(TM),
matching, mazes, and more, perfect for the youngest
puzzlers. With humorous puzzles and activities
specially designed to entertain young puzzlers and
to help develop visual perception and problemsolving skills, this pad is perfect to share with friends
on play dates or rainy days, as an activity for family
game night, or as a gift. Each puzzle page easily
tears out and includes answers on the back.
Biomes are home to unique animals and plants. Give
beginning readers an introductory look at the
Amazon rain forest! Readers will get an up-close
look at the characteristics of the land and weather
and how monkeys, parrots, anacondas, sloths, and
other animals have adapted to life in this amazing
biome.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover
the life-changing memoir that has inspired millions of
readers through the Academy Award®–winning
actor’s unflinching honesty, unconventional wisdom,
and lessons learned the hard way about living with
greater satisfaction. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN
“McConaughey’s book invites us to grapple with the
lessons of his life as he did—and to see that the point
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was never to win, but to understand.”—Mark Manson,
author of The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck I’ve
been in this life for fifty years, been trying to work out
its riddle for forty-two, and been keeping diaries of
clues to that riddle for the last thirty-five. Notes about
successes and failures, joys and sorrows, things that
made me marvel, and things that made me laugh out
loud. How to be fair. How to have less stress. How to
have fun. How to hurt people less. How to get hurt
less. How to be a good man. How to have meaning
in life. How to be more me. Recently, I worked up the
courage to sit down with those diaries. I found
stories I experienced, lessons I learned and forgot,
poems, prayers, prescriptions, beliefs about what
matters, some great photographs, and a whole
bunch of bumper stickers. I found a reliable theme,
an approach to living that gave me more satisfaction,
at the time, and still: If you know how, and when, to
deal with life’s challenges—how to get relative with
the inevitable—you can enjoy a state of success I call
“catching greenlights.” So I took a one-way ticket to
the desert and wrote this book: an album, a record, a
story of my life so far. This is fifty years of my sights
and seens, felts and figured-outs, cools and
shamefuls. Graces, truths, and beauties of brutality.
Getting away withs, getting caughts, and getting
wets while trying to dance between the raindrops.
Hopefully, it’s medicine that tastes good, a couple of
aspirin instead of the infirmary, a spaceship to Mars
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without needing your pilot’s license, going to church
without having to be born again, and laughing
through the tears. It’s a love letter. To life. It’s also a
guide to catching more greenlights—and to realizing
that the yellows and reds eventually turn green too.
Good luck.
Advances in Toxoplasma Research and Application /
2012 Edition is a ScholarlyBrief™ that delivers timely,
authoritative, comprehensive, and specialized
information about Toxoplasma in a concise format.
The editors have built Advances in Toxoplasma
Research and Application / 2012 Edition on the vast
information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can
expect the information about Toxoplasma in this
eBook to be deeper than what you can access
anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable,
authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of
Advances in Toxoplasma Research and Application /
2012 Edition has been produced by the world’s
leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research
institutions, and companies. All of the content is from
peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us.
You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is
available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
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